
WORKING FASTER WITH WIDGETS
Cheat Sheet

Ctrl + Drag: Copy & Move

Shift + Drag: Move on an Axis

Shift + Arrow: Move 10 px

Ctrl + Drag + Shift: Copy & Move on Axis

Move widgets on just the X or Y axis by holding shift and then dragging a widget.

This combination will make a duplicate of the selected widget and allow you to place it in one click.

Move 10 px at a time by holding shift and pressing an arrow key on your keypad. The widget will jump to the nearest multiple of 10, then 

jump 10 px each time a key is pressed.

Great for making navs or a repeating item. Make copies of a widget and move it on a single axis.

MOVING WIDGETS

Slow Click: Selects widgets underneath
Slow click on the overlapping area of two intersecting widgets to select widgets underneath.

Right-Click Wireframe > Select All Below
Select all of the widgets below your mouse cursor by right-clicking the wireframe and choosing "Select all below".

SELECTING WIDGETS

Shift + Click/Drag Widgets: Add to Selection
Drag the text panel onto your wireframe and start typing to add text. Or double-click on the widget to begin editing.

Change Selection Modes
There are two selection modes in Axure RP, "Select Intersected Mode" and "Select Contained Mode". These are located in the Editor 

Toolbar (PC Version: located to the right of the Zoom level. Mac Version: located in the top left corner).

Shift + Corner Drag: Scale
Put your mouse cursor over the corner of your widget, hold shift, and then click and drag. Your widget will adjust in size and maintain the 

aspect ratio.

RESIZING WIDGETS

Distribute: Space widgets evenly
Select multiple widgets, and then right-click and select Distribute > Distribute Horizontal (or Vertical). Your widgets will space evenly.  

This feature can save you a ton of time!

Align: Move widgets to a widget's anchor point
Move a group of widgets to the left, center, right, top, middle, and bottom of a specific widget. This widget is used as an anchor point.

Right-Click Paste: Pastes to Mouse Cursor
If you cut or copy a widget, then paste by right-clicking the mouse, the widget will be placed at the position of the mouse cursor.

Ctrl + Widget Corner: Rotate text 
Rotate widgets by holding Ctrl while placing your mouse over the corner. You should see your mouse cursor replaced by a rotate icon. 

Click and drag the corner to rotate.


